DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN COGNITION AND COMMUNICATION - RETREAT IN KREMS 2020

Topic: Life after PhD

July 13th to 15th 2020, Arte Hotel Krems

cogcom.univie.ac.at
Illustration: https://www.donau.com
The aim of this retreat is to reflect upon and exchange ideas about “Life after PhD”. The DK Faculty will share their own experiences of their career path in science, and invited speakers will talk about their paths. Some have chosen alternatives to the “classical path” in academia, but have still pursued careers strongly linked to scientific research.

**Monday, July 13th, 2020**
Train from Vienna: 14:05 from Franz-Joseph-Bahnhof with REX, arrives 15:14 in Krems, followed by a 23min walk to hotel

15:45-16:30 Arrival and check-in
16:30-17:00 Meetup in the Seminar Room with coffee and snacks
Welcome round, how is everybody after lock-down?
17:00-18:00 Andrea Ravignani (online) – talk and discussion
(Group Leader MPI for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, Netherlands)
18:30 Dinner at “Salzstadl”/www.salzstadl.at/, 8 min walk

**Tuesday, July 14th, 2020**
09:00-10:00 DK Faculty: Talks and discussion
10:00-10:30 Coffee Break
10:30-11:30 DK Faculty: Talks and discussion
12:00 Lunch at Poldi Fitzka www.poldifitzka.at, 8min walk
14:00-15:00 Doris Preininger - talk and discussion
(Scientific Staff, Vienna Zoo)
15:00-15:30 Coffee Break
15:30-16:30 Jozsef Arato - talk and discussion
(Data Scientist, CogSciHub Vienna)
17:00 Option to go for a walk e.g. to Donauwarte Krems (ca. 2h roundtrip)
19:00 Dinner at ZORBAS www.taverne-zorbas.com, 8 min walk

**Wednesday, July 15th, 2020**
09:00-10:00 Christian Schlögl (online) – talk and discussion
(Coordinator, Leibniz ScienceCampus “Primate Cognition”)
10:00-10:30 Coffee Break
10:30-12:00 Subgroup Breakouts and closing of retreat
12:00 Lunch at 2Stein www.2stein.at, directly opposite hotel

Departure by Train: 14:51 from Krems with REX, arrives 15:58 at Franz-Joseph-Bahnhof

**Venue:** Arte Hotel Krems https://www.arte-krems.at/en/